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As a table grape consultant and small time grower I have used Agricrop’s Photon 500SG for 

the past two seasons. My background in research ensured I looked at the product critically 

to determine its efficacy. Although I had observed some results in other tree crops, with my 

grower hat on I was somewhat sceptical that such a low application of product could have 

the effects that were claimed. 

Two seasons ago I tried some Photon 500SG on a few bays over three varieties, a white 

seedless, a red seeded and a black seedless. Only two applications were applied due to the 

late receival of product but a noticeable difference was evident at harvest and packing. The 

most obvious effect was the reduced sunburn and windsuck on the Redglobe, while the fruit 

on the black seedless appeared bigger than the untreated. Given my research background I 

knew that any effect that could be physically seen was significant. 

Last season I used Photon 500SG four times between late flower and colour change, over 

the whole vineyard. My packout records showed marketable fruit increased between 1.5 kg 

per vine for Flame Seedless to a high of 5.25 kg per vine for Thompson Seedless over the 

previous season. The obvious gains were from increased berry size and the obviously 

reduced sunburn on exposed fruit that was entitled to burn during a run of 40 plus degree 

days close to berry softening. 

Based on my first year’s observations, I advised a client to try Photon 500SG on Dawn 

Seedless, particularly as he had set an extreme number of large bunches. He made 3 

applications from berry set, and, with his strong nutritional program and detail to irrigation, 

packed a crop  25% higher than the year before, which was his previous best.  For Dawn 

Seedless to finish 4 ten Kg boxes per vine is totally unheard of in WA where 2 boxes is 

considered a good crop. 

 

With my experience on both my own vines and having seen the results on client’s crops, I 

have written Photon 500SG into the program I supply to all my clients. 
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